
Fully Autonomous Floor Cleaning  
The Nilfisk Liberty SC60 

With the SC60, you don't have to devote hours of labor to floor care. 
Designed to produce consistent results with minimal oversight, this 
machine can adapt to different floorplans, detect and avoid obstacles, 
and run for 5 hours on a charge. The SC60 can be operated directly by a 
person, or the operator can program it, set certain parameters, and it does 
the cleaning on its own.

Shop Online in the 
MyToyota Store
Convenient one step ordering 

Find electric pallet jacks, hand 
pallet jacks, forklift parts, wheels, 
tires, accessories, and more. The 
MyToyota Store simplifies the 
purchasing process, so you can get 
what you need fast.

By renting from our fleet 

Equipment manufacturers continue to have long lead times and production 
issues for new machines. If you can’t wait for equipment to come in, then 
rent the machine you need from us. We deliver forklifts, attachments, 
carton clamps, rotators, fork extensions, and more, right to your facility.

MORE FROM JIT

PARTS BLOG

52 S Pearl St PO Box 613
Frewsburg, NY

25 Boxwood Lane
Cheektowaga, NY 14227

Schedule ServiceSee Our Services

We Come to You for Repairs
To minimize your downtime 

JIT has 20 highly trained, mobile technicians throughout West New 
York. We average a 1.5 hour response time for emergency repairs, so 
you can get back to work fast. 

716-569-2410Western NY's #1 Forklift & 
Industrial Equipment Dealer

Find Your Rental

Choose the Liberty SC60

Shop the Store

Reserve a Machine

Schedule a Demo

Rentals 
Available 

Now!

Overcome Long 
Equipment 
Lead Times

Used Forklifts in 
Stock Now
Quality machines at great 
prices 

We have a large inventory of used 
forklifts available, so you can find 
the best one for your job. If you 
don’t see what you need, tell us 
what you’re looking for and we’ll do 
our best to help you locate it.

Find Your Machine Schedule a Demo


